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NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION

By G. STANLEY HALL

Biology has made us familiar with the pregnant fact that
evolution means specialization. In primitive forms of life a
simple ce1l performs a1l vital functions-sentient, motor,
secretive, nutritive and even procreative. But with the
development of the soma and its organs the activity of each
ce1l group becomes more and more limited in scope and more
differentiated from others in structure, more efficient in
performing its own special functions and less capable of and
so more dependent upon others. Thus the corporate welfare
of the whole involves ever more limitation of the range of
activity of each physiological element. A1I know and no one
denies this principle.

What we have not yet fu1ly understood and sti1l less ac
cepted in its practical consequences is that precisely the same
law is just as true and fundamental for human society and a1l
the manifold institutions of civilization. The individual must
give up many things and focus upon one and learn to do that
ever better in order to become a true socius, and must realize
that he is but a sma1l part of an ever larger whole. In der
Beschrtinkung zeigt sich der Meister (Mastery comes by fo
calization) is true in industry, trade, government, in every
profession, in all the arts and sciences and perhaps most of all
in original research. The world of today and yet more that of
tomorrow will be ruled by those who know and do one thing
supremely well. Thus not only to excel and to become
leaders and lights in any field, but even to escape a paralyzing
sense of inferiority, involves ever more renunciation of the
countless other things one would like to be, do and know; and
this involves progressive limitation of the ensemble of very
much that constitutes personality and increasing subordina
tion of the individual to the welfare of the group. The difficul
ty of finding the one thing each can do best and of duly
concentrating on it in time to achieve mastery, and the con
sequent docility and recognition of the authority of experts
in other fields, is the chief cause of present unrest and the
chief peril of democracy.

Thus what to do with man's undeveloped potentialities
becomes a problem of ever growing gravity. Most, save
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NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION 73

geniuses whom nature starts early toward their own true
goal, drift or circumnutate for a time till accident rather than
competence determines their career; and so, later realizing
that they might have done better, they come to feel that
the social, industrial or political order is unjust. Thus the
progressive renunciation that service under modern conditions
requires inevitably breeds a growing body of discontent
and distrust; and the individual cells and organs of the great
community body tend to set up for themselves in a way and
degree that means more or less renunciation of membership
in the whole, and this involves disintegration and decadence.
It is just these disruptive tendencies which were the chief
psychological cause of the decline and fall of the great civiliza
tions of antiquity and which now threaten our own as nothing
has ever done before. It is useless to objurgate these trends
toward individual and group selfishness, and emergency
legislation can never eradicate them, for they are inveterate,
if not legitimate, at the present critical stage of man's develop
ment when Teufelsdrock's clothes are both outgrown and
worn out and he needs not only a new suit but new fashions
based upon new measurements of human nature itself, though
it is proving very different and vastly more complex than
what we thought it when the old garments were made. This
is the colossal task now laid upon modern man, but we are
optimistic enough to believe that it will sooner or later be
accomplished; otherwise we face a period of debacle and
relapse to feralism, the contemplation of which is painful to
face.

My modest purpose here is merely to call attention to the
peculiar rille of certain forms of diversion, which become of
vastly greater significance in eras of suspense and transition
like the present. Although we cannot avoid the necessity of
harder and ever more specialized work of body and mind, we
can and must, at least at times, turn away from it and find not
only diversion but recreation in so doing. The old law, that
those work best who play best, simply means that the best
preparation for the severest labor is the completest relaxation.
Amusement is often more than rest; it is rejuvenation. What
we need is to exercise unused muscles and psychic powers
and appetencies, which the conditions of modern life tend to
relegate to innocuous desuetude; and this recalls the old
slogan of the Turners: that a man is whole only when he
plays. As many children's games and spontaneous activities
are vestiges of whatwere once the most serious occupations of
adults, so most humor, satire and amusements generally are
flights from the exaction and drudgery of occupational life
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74 NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION

to the more primitive states and attitudes characteristic of the
childhood and youth of the world and of man. Without such
flights from reality man loses elasticity, recuperative power,
poise and even sanity, and may take refuge in real and not
merely artistic illusions. Thus, to recur to the biological
trope, the most highly specialized cells which have given up
most of their original and general functions temporarily re
sume them and thus lay a broader basis for their special
functions, recharged from the primeval source of energy, and
are" regenerated" in the biological sense.

Mansoul contains a menagerie of primal basal traits, resi
dues of our phyletic history. These slowly accumulate energy
which sooner or later demands vent, wherein expression
breaks through repressions, inner and outer, perhaps with
eruptive force. Such phenomena are reversionary, when the
phyletic rudimentary organs of the psyche long disused have
their innings and sweep away the proprieties and convention
alities, and sometimes the virtues and even sanities, of con
temporary civilization. Every state of culture has and must
tolerate forms of license for these primitive propensities, and
such institutions make for the safety of society, uncouth and
barbaric though they often are. Great statesmen have
sometimes apprehended this necessity but only inadequately,
and only genetic psychology can fully explain it. The history
of all, or April Fool's Day, e. g., shows a tacit license for the
young and the submerged classes to get back at elders, au
thorities, the rich or the aristocrats, by petty pranks and
coarse jokes that trip up pride, position and dignity, and often
humiliate and insult without stint. Little and perhaps great
spites are sometimes vented in low, cunning, covert and
sometimes anonymous ways. The victim may well and
indeed must laugh it all off because the indignity he suffers
may vicariate for graver injuries which would be inflicted on
him but for this safety valve. To take as a joke what is
meant to hurt and perhaps does, to appreciate ingenuity in
the mode of attack, or to feign to do so, of itself abates maligni
ty, while to have shot at an enemy with a blank cartridge that
may singe relieves the ill-wisher, the desire to use a bullet is
aborted, and so tension is relieved, and the object of hate is
safer. So in the coarse carousals of the ancient Saturnalia,
Mardi Gras and St. Valentine's Day when plebs may affront
patricians and all may do all to all, the old war of all against
all is fought over with padded weapons in a free-and-open,
give-and-take way; and animosities and rancors, even slight
and unconscious ones, are mitigated, and a more friendly
feeling and perhaps good fellowship supervene. All this, of
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NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION 75

course, is only one element in these festivals. Today all are
equal, and therefore tomorrow the old inequalities are on a
more stable basis. Twice I have participated in Corso fetes,
and whoever has done so must realize that to pelt and be
pelted with confetti and ribbons, to tousle and be tousled in
mimic fights, leaves a kindlier feeling toward both friends and
enemies. The point of points is that nothing whatever must
be taken seriously. We must laugh at what would perhaps
ordinarily make us wince or even weep. Every instinct of
resentment must be in abeyance. There must be no pain
but only pleasure. Good nature and jollity must be supreme.
Anger and hate are undergoing purgation on the principle
of the Aristotelian catharsis. We may fight hard but it is
all in play, and he who .. gets mad" should get out of the
game and go home to cool off alone. Three of the old humors,
the black and yellow bile and the phlegm, are discharged
without scathe to others and with weal to self.

Personal encounter in sport is thus an element of psychic
as well as physical hygiene, and all persons should find or
make a plan for it in their regimen. It keeps human metal
in temper, for most of us at times spoil more or less for a
fight, and we had best have it all out in the pleasure field.
Thus, we can help ourselves on to the standpoint of regarding
many if not most causes of actual belligerency as matters of
mirth and can laugh or play them off. This habit will also
make our causes of real battle not only more just but make
us more effective and formidable in them, and this is a point
of great weight. We enjoy mimic struggle all the more as we
realize how grave the reality of it would be, and this tends to
keep us from turning sour. This the soul in its innermost
depths realizes to the full, for the chief charm of nagging,
hectoring and bantering is to both test the temper point and
depress it, and he who can bear most, always of course within
certain very wide limits, without taking offence is the one
who wins the appellation of good fellow, which is the masses'
supreme token of approval.

In logic there are sixty-four moods or combinations of the
A, E, I, 0 forms of proposition, but only six in each of the
four figures are valid; that is, there are more fallacious than
legitimate combinations. Common sense, reason and sanity
admit a far less number of association and thought processes
than are logically possible, and the ranges of the sportive are
far wider than those of serious ones. I t follows that if a
philosophy of wit, humor, etc., be possible at all, which may
be doubted, it must be larger and more comprehensive and
can come only after we have a science of sound, sober and
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76 NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION

permissible thinking. Thus it is not surprising that aesthet
ics has yet few if any final canons, and that it cannot explain
or even classify all the ways in which the intellect disports
itself. It is certain they cannot be elucidated in logical terms,
for they are a-, extra-, if not anti-logical. To explain many of
the most characteristic things of children and of wits by
logical formulation is still sometimes attempted. In many
aesthetic treatises, pages are devoted to explanations of all
the connotations of a single jest or repartee. Up to date,
almost every original jeu d'esprit is in a class by itself, or if it
have offspring and relatives they make a group by themselves.
Soundness of intellectual processes is like a small civilized
oasis in the midst of an unreclaimed and varied wonder
jungle-land, where vestiges of about everything that ever
was are found, and where novelties of many forms are ever
springing into existence. Jokeland teems with drolls and
freaks, monsters and fairies, that belong to none of the known
text-book species. This land of folly has been visited and
traveled by many, but mapped and its content ordered and
scientifically described by none. Specimen products are
found everywhere, but no one knows their pedigree, their
embryology, or indeed much about their affinities. Although
this land teems with forms that are new, there are also many
that are older than civilization; and, what is more significant,
they are offspring of psychic types of activity that are as
ancient as man himself, for many things we laugh at are
primitive and outgrown fashions of mentation that were
solemn enough in their day. Thus, we have now a limited
number of all the possible combinations of neurons and den
drites that are voted legitimate, that are selected out of masses
of those that have been tried but proved unfit. Hence we
see, too, that other types of rationality than ours are easily
conceivable, not to speak of other types of sanity, propriety
and all the rest, save perhaps virtue alone. Aviation and the
telegraph would have been as much a side-splitting joke to
the Ancient Greeks as ice is to the tropical savage, and so
some parts of the domain of Puck and Momus may sometime
be reclaimed.

We must here sit at the feet of childhood as commentators
and preachers draw from each Scripture text. My petty
collection consists of only a few random samples from the
great book of childhood that ought to be scientifically and
laboriously compiled from and for children as well as for us
oldsters. Here is a rich educational mine not yet opened.
In the presence of such a collection the world would grow
happier if not more hopeful. Here is a paradise we have fallen
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NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION 77

from and ought to regain. If here and in the samples that
follow I have merely grouped superficially rather than ana
lyzed each specimen, it is in the hope that even this modest
anthology may help to bring this large chapter of our aesthet
ics back from its present vague and stale generalizations to a
more concrete basis. Only when the best and truest children's
sayings are gathered and jests and wit adequately inventoried,
dissected and labeled, can we have more scientific laws of
classification; and only then shall we realize how much more
light and delight come from free spontaneous than from
constrained mental activities, and learn how to let up some
of the repressions that we constantly and unconsciously
exercise upon the young.

From several thousand facetiae collected for and by me
during the last ten years, which I have grouped in many
ways, trying, but unsatisfactorily, to find a natural classifica
tion, I select a few typical specimens and find that many of
them are abortions of trial-and-error methods of seeking to
understand life. I begin these samples with selections from a
large collection of funny things said by or appreciated by
children because wit, though it by no means originated with
them, is very often only a reversion to childish states of mind.

Soda water is sweetened wind; it tastes like your foot asleep. A
museum is a dead circus. Trees have trunks to keep their summer
clothes in. Do I know as much as I don't know? Medicine is
bitter so we will be careful not to get sick next time. A sprinkler
on a wagon is to keep boys from riding behind. Soap tastes worst
when it gets into your eyes. I stepped on my tongue hard with my
teeth. People laugh in their sleeve because their funny bone is
there. If I exercise the calves of my legs, will they become cows
when I grow up? Boys are nouns, but when they run they are verbs.
Switching a whip makes the horse go, so why don't you whip us that
way? Is not a wheelbarrow the effect before the cause? You
want me to be clean and cold, but I want to be warm and dirty. Wak-
ing up in a hail storm, a little boy asked if he had slept all summer.
Grass is the earth's whiskers. Little calves give condensed milk.
My school is not a board school but is brick. If f means forte, if
means eighty. Are sausages caught like fish? Ripping up a
doll's dress on Sunday is excused as not working but unworking. See
ing sawdust come out of her doll, a small girl said, "You need not chew
your food so fine as that." When the temperature drops as low as
it can, we have cold feet. I saw where they made horses, for they
were just nailing on the last shoe. How long after they bury a person
does the gravestone come up? Sneezing while saying her prayers-
"Excuse me, Lord." Tell us all about Mrs. God. If God doesn't
love me Satan does, and that is some comfort. Johnny's cut-off
leg is in heaven waiting for him. Seeing a picture of martyrs thrown
to lions-"That little lion behind won't get any." Having been
told how God took Eve from Adam's side, later in green-apple time he
had a pain in his stomach and said he was afraid he was going to have a
wife. I have been helping God; I almost blossomed a flower for
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78 NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION

Him. Seeing dust blown up in the street, he said, "Come and see.
God is going to make another little boy." I am not made of dust or
I would melt to mud in the bath. There are no more floods because
God knows most of us could swim now; especially the wickedest boys
would not drown. No Santa Claus!-Oh, dear, how do I know that
God won't bust up next? God might have given me a better nose,
for he must know how particular I am. If you die, where will we get
another Sybil? I guess God kept a pattern. Sunday is God's day,
and Tuesday afternoon is mama's. Roosevelt's youngest child is
said to have prayed God to care for mama and each of the children, but
now to take special care of himself" because papa is not feeling very well
just now" (and he might have new duties thrown upon him). The
child struck his hatchet into the ground, hit a stone and made sparks
and shouted, "I hit the devil on the head." "Did God make that
ugly woman?" "Yes." "I suppose then he thought she was pretty."
"You pout so I could sit 011 your lip." "Then I'd laugh and you'd fall
off." A child seeing a rainbow said, "That is God's necktie." I
play Sunday because then I play I am a little Jew. "Mama, I dreamed
I swallowed myself. Did I?" How early does it get late? I am
so glad to go home that I am glad I went. Cats are noisy because
they are full of fiddle strings. When your tooth aches, you get it
filled; my stomach aches--can't I have some ice cream? If your
feet get near the fire, won't it pop your corns? Iritis seems to mean
eye-wrong-is. Does Amen mean shut up? A boy prayed for
a little brother. When twins came, he thought it lucky that he had
prayed but twice, or there might have been three of them. "Which
of the twins are you?" "I am the one you see before you." Hearing
that someone had found the Lord, he asked, "Was the Lord lost?" A
guinea hen is a chicken winding itself up. I like going to school,
but not staying. I never read the thirty-nine Articles, but I did
better and read The Forty Thieves. A widower married an elderly
wife and introduced her to his child as a new mama. The child said
"Papa, they fooled you. She isn't new at all." If you can't get the
doll's head off, why not take the body off?

"It is raining," said the boy. "Let it rain," said the father. "I was
going to," he replied. "Have you been good?" "Just comfortable."
"What did your papa say when his pipe broke?" "Shall I leave out the
bad words?" "Yes." "Then he did not say anything I can tell." " Is
a thing lost if we know where it is, Mama?" "No, my child." "I am
so glad, for I have just dropped your silver mug overboard." The
concert lady stood up and screamed and gargled (trilled) and a waiter
pounded the piano. I am seasick for home. Will too much
water drinking make me water-tight? "Aren't you very cold?" "I
was, miss, before you passed." Faith is believing what you know
is a lie. "She bangs her hair." "Is that why she has headache so
much?" Etc. is a sign to make believe you know more than you
do. He who never had toothache does not know how nice it is not to
have it.

Such things shed light upon the rich rank stage of psycho
genesis in which the best metaphors and tropes of our speech
were made, and when literal was transformed into figurative
language and blossomed out into symbolic meanings. Only
genius, which is ideal youth conserved, can imitate it, and
spurious attempts are usually readily detected. Some made
by grown-ups might have been made by children and so are
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NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION 79

germane. The laugh at them by elders must be of delight and
wonder and not of derision.

The errors children commit while being broken into school
work are another rich acreage of amusement to adults. Here I
have a great and varied collection which might be subgrouped
by topics in the curriculum and graded by age. Here, again,
we realize that there are countless wrong ways and only one
right one. A number of teachers have for years gathered
and have sent me choice blunders of their children in recitation
and examination, and as college and university dons find them.
This theme is more complex but just as legitimate for psy
choanalytic and genetic work as lapses in speech and writing
now being so brilliantly exploited by psychologists and
clinicians. I content myself here with only enough samples to
indicate the genus. They serve at least to show how very
unnatural and arbi trary the school topics first seem to be to
the natural child.

A sentence containing bliss is-I have a blister on my toe. Coolies
live in cold countries. Tattooed savages have their clothes etched
on them. Posterior is Latin for bacteria. The equator is a
menagerie lion (imaginary line) running round the world between two
poles. The Iliad was not written by Homer but by another man of
the same name. The feminine of Hero is Shero, of apostle is epistle,
of Adam is madam. A synonym is a word you use in the place of
another you don't know how to spell or pronounce. Ireland is full
of bugs and molasses (bogs and morasses). If B. C. means before
before Christ, B. A. must mean before Adam. Esau was a man in
Greece who wrote parallels about the fox and the stalk and sold his birth
mark for a mess of potash. The Mormons fertilize by interrogation
(irrigation). When I am on my feet, I am nine; when I am on my
head, six. Gastric juice is to keep the bones from squeaking. Nap
is a little sleep; kin, of the same family; so napkin means a sleepy family.
Trans means across, so transparent is a cross parent. He belongs
to the epileptic school of doctors (eclectic or electric). The place
was named Kiissnicht because of Tell. A circle is a straight curved
line with a large hole in the center. Gross darkness is 144 times
darker than common darkness. A fort is to put men in and a fortress
to put women in. "In which of his battles was Gustavus Adolphus
killed?" "I think it was his last one." Gravity was discovered by
Isaac Walton and is chiefly seen in September when apples fall.
"What distinguished foreigner assisted the Americans in the Revolution?"
"God." The feminine of cantatrice is cockatrice; of Ignatius is
pugnacious. Sick is compared: sick, worse, dead. She was told
to sit there for the present, but the present did not come. To Alice
in Wonderland the cat vanished gradually, beginning with the tail, until
only the grin was left. A mother, trying to explain sp,irit to her son,
said it was perceived but not seen. "Oh, I understand, ' said the boy.
"It's a skunk." Graduated sugar (granulated). I understand
Wagner's music really is much better than it sounds. The rest of
the pudding now, please, for you say, "Never put off till tomorrow what
you can do today." The fruit of electric plants is currents. He
was interested in poltices (politics). The monument was over the
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80 NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION

leavings (remains) of General Grant. He sleeps in Beelzebub's
bosom. A barbarian cuts your hair. The consecrated cross-
eyed bear (cross I bear). Why do they sing the dogs' holiday last
in the church? Cannibal was the name of two brothers who killed
each other in the Bible. Preserved seats at the theater. Where
are magnets found? In the cheese. Lukewarm water looks warm
but isn't. A child prays, "I hardly think we have any father" (I
heartily thank thee, heavenly father). "It said burying-ground,"
said the child, "but I have been all over it and cannot find any berries."
A tangent: a gentleman that runs a tan-yard. The bowels are five
in number: a, e, i, 0 and u. A noun is an organ grinder, a person
plays a thing (a person, place or thing). A Harvard examination
paper under Dean Briggs said, "Dante stood with one foot solidly planted
on the Middle Ages, while with the other he waved a greeting to the rising
sun of the Renaissance." The crocodile lives in swamps and is
ambitious (amphibious). Parables: lines passing around the globe
from east to west. A rma virumque cano: arms, man and a dog.
The natural bride is in vinegar (the Natural Bridge is in Virginia). A
propaganda equals a brother of a proper goose. Livingston is the
source of the Nile and was discovered by Stanley. Heat expands
and cold contracts; that's why in summer vacation lasts seven and in
winter two weeks. "I wish history would repeat itself to me at exami
nation." The wife of a duke is a ducky. The nose inhales
odious (odorous) particles. Mediterraneans: lines passing around
the earth through the poles. Veterans do horses. I want to be the
thermometer (monitor) of the class.'

These illustrate for the most part only verbal errors. Chil
dren's sense of the comic seems to parallel, in the main, that of
undeveloped man. They love practical jokes, laugh at de
formities and unusual things and acts; and only by degrees,
and not before adolescence, do they reach an appreciation like
the adult's.

Punning is often low and easily becomes a nuisance but is
elemental and of great psychological interest. No language
has so many words of different meaning and often spelling and
etymology that sound alike as English, especially in America
where shades of pronunciation are apt to be ignored. Thus,
to suggest one meaning and then snatch the mind to another
and perhaps to a third is a very easy and endless source of
mirth. This is done best with the affected naivete of the child
or foreigner and also to their bewilderment and possibly, to
some extent, to their edification, as witness several comic
primers. If every word with a distinct meaning had also its
distinct sound all this would be impossible. Hence, the size
of the field open to the punster is a measure of the defects of
our tongue and is augmented by its absence of inflections,

lBuren: "Children's Answers, Shrewd, Witty, Nonsensical and Pa
thetic." London, 1905, pp. 267. McNamara: "School-room Humor."
London, 1905, pp. 130. H. W. Brown: "Thoughts and Reasonings of
Children." Ped. Sem., Vol. 2, p. 358. J. M. Moore: "The Kaleidoscopic
Mind of Childhood." Liverpool, 1904.
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NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION 81

also by many words of foreign origin sounding like those of
Anglo-Saxon derivation. Puns play upon phonic semblances
and suggest exaggerated ear-mindedness and arrested de
velopment, and take us back and down the scale of psychic
evolution. They are often, to be sure, vehicles of wit, but
more often, especially if strained, provoke disgust, particu
larly when we laugh with pity or even want to do violence to
the perpetrators of vile puns. The lowest wag feels that he has
humiliated our intelligence unless we can frown him down, and
if we have to smile we are vexed with ourselves as well as with
him. If he really thinks his performance funny we vote him
the prince of all boredom and would "take him out on a
chip" as about the most unsavory of all companions, for he
affronts wit itself. If to banality and to labored effort is added
staleness, our resentment may rise to a high pitch and we want
to hiss, hit, or throw rotten eggs. Add to this indecency,and
we almost feel murder in our hearts. Such a man is an enemy
of all that culture stands for and tries to lead us captive back
to the realm of chaos and old night. Tastes vary, but the
following to our mind may serve to illustrate the worst.

Found, a new asteroid. Faith, I would rather find a new hoss to
roide, To get rid of a dog, put turpentine on his tail and he will
varnish (vanish). If a man ate his mother-in-law he would be a
gladiator (glad I ate her). Chicks who found an orange in their nest
said, "Oh, see the orange mama laid" (marmalade). Chicks do not
go to heaven because they have their necks twirled (next world) in this.
A cannibal queen trims her nails every seventh year, which suggests
the Odd Fellows paraphernalia (pare off her nail year). Freightrnen
on the top of cars are never struck by lightning because they are non-
conductors. Cats are like unskillful surgeons because they mutilate
(mew till late). A young man's arm is like the Gospel, for it makes
glad the waste (waist) places. The French hated Wagner's Lohen-
grin because of Elsa's (Elsass). A negro preacher shouted the name
of God because the Bible said hollered (hallowed) be thy name. How
did our first parents get out of Paradise? Snaked out. What did
they do when they got out? Raised Cain before they got Abel (able).
Adam and Eve stopped gambling because their paradise (pair of dice)
was taken away. Adam was made just before Eve. Angels
were placed at the gate of Eden to keep out the damn pair (damp air).
The hardest tax to raise is carpet tacks. All our presidents in a row
would reach from Washington to Cleveland. Policeman's clubs
are now made of wrapping paper. The Yankee dude'll do. A sculptor
makes faces and busts. The cat has a purr, the stove a damper
(damn purr). A bicycle cannot stand alone because it is too tired
(two tired). How does the cat like the new dog? Fur straight (first
rate). A donkey is not stupid for he does much brayin' work (brain
work). I am not one of the masses. No, but if I leave off the m,
you will be included.

Such cases seem plainly to contradict Spencer's theory
of descending incongruity as to expecting the great and finding
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82 NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION

a trivial meaning, for we often do this in such samples as the
above and are not pleased but pained. They also do not at
first sight seem to square with the psychogenetic theory that
makes wit largely a reversion to primitive thought-forms and
processes, for, although reversionary, instead of being agree
able they are the opposite. They are, however, admirable
illustrations of another psychogenetic law that, although the
reversion to really antique psychic states is pleasant and re
juvenating, the realization of those recently transcended is
painful. We are most severe upon culture stages just cast off
or left behind, as the most blatant atheist is the erstwhile
believer. We were too recently in the stage when we could
not laugh at such effusions. Our very sense of our growth and
progress consists largely in feeling that we are now beyond all
this, and there is a tang of self-pity that we did within our own
memory fit it. That is why they now seem so dour. Our
resentment is like that of nouveaux riches who hate to be
reminded that they were themselves once bootblacks or
washerwomen, although later the juvabit meminisse of it all
may come to its own in their hearts. Thus, the impulse to
maltreat vile punsters shows that we are not yet so secure in
our new and higher standpoint as not to be ashamed to be
reminded that we might yet relapse to feeling as we did as
youngsters toward this stage of word-play.

\Vord-play greatly widens the range of the ludicrous, not
only by itself being a source of mirth but also by explaining
situations and by revealing the butt's state of mind. To
children the mere sound of a new word is likely to be either
amusing or impressive, and the same is true of adults to a
considerable degree, especially to adults unaccustomed to
look on words as tools. The sound often calls up other words
of similar sound; that is, it starts up a tendency to rhyme and
alliteration without regard to the sense of the words at all.
Most children between three and six go through a period when
they make strings of rhymed words, meaningful and meaning
less run in together indiscriminately. Sometimes, too, they
make simple verses, often suggested by the ideas associated
with the automatically rhymed words. All this is very
enjoyable and is often accompanied by laughter. We might
perhaps carry the process back a stage farther to the lalling
baby who repeats over and over the same sounds, but who
also unintentionally and involuntarily makes all sorts of new
and difficult combinations with the greatest enjoyment.
And we should also note that older children and even adults
enjoy practising such things as "Peter Piper picked a peck
of pickled peppers." In all this sound-play we get something
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NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION 83

closely analogous to tickling. First, we ourselves do not
foresee how the speech-organs will react when started off nor
how the reactions will make us feel, and so we listen for the
result with curiosity and enjoy the slight shock of surprise.
Secondly, if the accidental combination makes sense we get
another surprise at our own cleverness and are more likely
to laugh than in the first case; while, thirdly, if we suddenly
discover two meanings we get a still deeper enjoyment. For
instance, I have just been playing with sounds thus: rna,
may, mi, me, mu. This naturally suggests, Ma may miss me
much, at which I smile. But then I decide to make a pun,
and look over the sentence for words with a double meaning.
May strikes my attention first, and I say, May may miss me
much. But this is old and obvious and I try to get a complete
sentence of mays, without success. May may miss me much
in May is the best I can do. I change it so as to bring all
the mays together-In May May may miss me much, and as
I write it down I realize that miss will also have a double
meaning if written with a capital. Then I realize that I have
just laughed. But, after all, this is not so very funny, be
cause it does not fit into any actual situation as some puns do.
One of the most satisfying illustrations of this sort is the
answer made by the brakeman to the lady who asked how
long the train stopped at a certain station. "Too-too-too-too
too-too," he replied. (Two to two to two two.) The answer
was scientifically accurate, it consisted of just one word in
varying meanings, and it imitated the characteristic sound
of the train, so that for a first indignant instant the lady may
have thought he was deriding her and then awakened to the
fact that in truth he was flattering her by using the same
terms as he would to a railroad man.

The best puns, that is, come out in the snap and flash of
repartee and are truly witty. They often emphasize serious
truths by summing up profound likenesses and differences in
one word or phrase. When, on the signing of the Declaration
of Independence one signer said nervously, "Gentlemen,
we must all hang together, " and Franklin responded, "Yes, or
we shall all hang separately," the descending contrast between
themselves leading a united country to freedom as statesmen
and warriors and dangling in the nooses as traitors was surely
shocking enough, and probably they laughed when they
realized that the full nooses would be the inevitable result of
their failure to be united and the fitting punishment of their
selfishness and sectionalism, that they would really be traitors
deserving death, even as their enemies asserted, but in a
totally different sense. There may also have been the sense
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84 NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION

that by signing they had overtly committed themselves
irrevocably to "hanging together," and had thus won the
great victory over their own doubts. Serious as the signing
was it was still an occasion when tensions were released, in
hibitions let down, and in the various ones present doubtless
all the degrees of relaxation could be observed, from the sigh
to the laugh.

That is, in a pun two meanings are hidden in one word
sound, and in proportion as they are contrasted and express
truths the pun passes over into wit or wisdom. The pun
combines two pleasures. As we have already seen, the delight
in mere sound-play persists from childhood, and when we get
it with a minimum of meaning or appropriateness we have
the low forms of the pun such as children and grown persons
unused to handling words enjoy. The emphasis is on the
similarity of sound and little attention is paid to sense.

When, however, a new set of ideas is roused by this same
sound the sudden appearance of difference is surprising and
almost miraculous.

Hughlings Jackson makes two interesting comparisons.
The analysis of puns is a good way to begin the study of
normal and abnormal mentation, for:

(1) Vision is stereoscopic and slightly diplopic, since
there are always two dissimilar images to one object. Menta
tion is also stereoscopic and diplopic, i. e., with double con
sciousness, and its process is always tracing relations of like
ness or unlikeness. Now, its caricature or play is the pretense
of resemblance and is in these chief stages-puns, wit, humor.

(2) Jocosity thus implies some surplus mind, and it
appeared in the race with play and the aesthetic sense. We
can thus reason back from its appearance or not, that the
man who lacks it will also lack the best scientific conceptions
and perceptions of true reality (one might add also, I should
think, artistic sense in alI forms). Again, there is a close
resemblance in insanity and morbidity to the mechanism of
jocosity and a similar caricaturing of the normal process.

Word-play can be not only decent but enlivening, as witness
Saxe, Hood, Lamb, etc. We have to be mildly stunned and
bewildered. At the very least, this teaches us the sinuosities
of our mother tongue and enables us to look down upon for
eigners and children who are striving to master it.

Descendants should not descend too far. His kindness is unre-
mitting; he sends his family nothing. When a minister resigned his
parish was quite resigned. It is ten to one if you catch the twelve-
fifty train. This is the woman's exchange but they do not really
exchange them. Flirtation is attention without intention. Eijer-
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NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION 85

sucht ist eine Leidenschaft die mit Eifer such; was Leiden schaft, Our
hotel has fire escapes: the heat escaped from my room in the night and
I nearly froze. They call that horse Regulator because all others
go by him. What will you talk about? About twenty minutes.
I am first at last: I was always behind before. Can you eat a square
meal at a round table? At our farm, we eat all we can and what we
can't, we can. What would you do with a quarter of a million (quart
of vermilion)? Paint the town red? Heine said he talked to
Rothschild familionnairely. Let us fly said the flea, let us flee said
the fly: so they flew through a flaw in the flue. Beecher's epitaph
of Bob Ingersoll was, "Robert Burns." Pasteurized milk is good for
babies, but pasturized cows are better. Births, marriages and deaths
one editor headed hatched, matched and dispatched. Our govern-
ment now hardly allows the Indian even a mental reservation. She
heard the lecture on sun spots, thinking to get a cure for freckles. The
kind of dress little Egypt had on was knit. A Zulu belle is like a
prophet, for she has little on her (honor) in her own country. The
light fantastic tow (toe) is very blond hair. A made-up woman is
like a fall in the mud, for the first is a sham dame and the other is a damn
shame. The difference between a wool dyer and a lawyer is that one
is a lamb dyer and the other is a damn liar. The difference between
a tube and a drunken Dutchman is that one is a hollow cylinder and the
other a silly Hollander. Beware the dog-Ware be the dog? The
soldier faces the powder, the lady powders her face. A corrupt
official is unlike a church bell, for one steals from the people and the other
peals from the steeple. Sprinting for trains is good training for sprints.
The difference between an auction and sea-sickness is that one is a sale
of effects and the other the effects of a sail.

The difference between hitting a man and killing a pig: one is 'saulted
with intent to kill, the other killed with intent to salt. Between
temptation and infinity: One is the wile of the devil, the other a devil
of a while. Between opi um and Abraham: one is the juice of the poppy
and the other the poppy of the Jews. Between the Czar of Russia
and a barefooted boy: one issues manifestoes and the other manifests his
toes without his shoes. Between an ordinary and an extraordinary pro
fessor in Germany: The ordinarius never does anything extraordinary and
the extraordinarius never does anything ordentlich. Between a prairie
and a toy demon: One is a dead level and the other is a lead devil. I
traveled with the lady t2te d b2te. Mr. Biggar had a son, a little
Biggar. Oh, luce uri is reddas minis, and minis reddas a dux nos.
Gymnastuus pax his nos mittis tum an fingar. If a lawyer should only
charge a nominal fee it would be phenomenal. Marriage is not a
failure, Ikey; but if you marry a rich girl it is almost as good. Your
Honor, when this crime was done he was rocking the cradle and we will
prove a lullabye (alibi). Once my hair was curly and my form straight:
now my hair is gone and my form is curly. "Did you see Smith's
astral body at the seance?" "No, only his jackastral body." Is it
an incubus or a pen and incubus? The first daughter was named
Kate, the second Duplicate, the third Triplicate and the fourth Syndicate.
The crazy Bavarian King Leopold was so much under the influence of
a lady named Cleo that he was called Cleopold, If you dam a
river you boom it; if you boom a town you damn it. A boy went to
college to be a minister, but turned out a horse trader and thereby brought
far more souls to repentance. It is bad to know so much that is not
so. A dissipated man returned after years of travel with a wedding
ring. "Are you really married?" he was asked, and he replied, "Trauring
(traurig) aberwahr." He has a great future behind him. The com-
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86 NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION

ing of the crow'sfoot is the going of the beau's foot. A Papal bull
you must believe or be excommunicated, but an Irish bull you may be
lieve or not. The quick and the dead: the quick gets out of the way
of the auto; but if he does not, he is dead. No aspiration is realized
without perspiration. "In one thing all women are alike," said
Mike-c-r' in being different." Some do not go through colleg-e; it
goes through them. One of Napoloen's first acts was to rob the Duke
of Orleans. C'est le premier vol de l'aigle. Woman poses, God disposes,
man proposes. The best color to keep a secret in? Inviolate. He
is so deceitful he would pat you on the back before your face and hit you
in the eye behind your back. At a ball game a boy was struck in
the back of the neck, and the ball (bawl) came out of his mouth. A
colored doctor said the only two things he needed to understand were
laudame and calumy. It may be it is and it may be it is not and
may be it is both, but I doubt it. Why do the Russians rush, the
Teutons toot, the Anglo-Saxons angle, the Yankees yank, the Paddies
paddle, the Hebrews brew, the Scotch scoot, and why are the French
so fresh? \Ve see all about us the footprints of an unseen hand.
After his first wedding a bashful clergyman asked, "Is it cistomary to
kuss the bride?" In the h ruse of a widow who married a widower
there was a great noise which she said was" my children and your children
licking our children." "Why was the death of John Rogers better
than that of Charles the First?" "A hot stake (steak) is better than
a cold chop." By careless proofreading a morning journal described
the speaker of the evening before as a battle-scared hero. He protested
that he had never been frightened in any wars. Next day the paper
apologized, saying that all would understand that it should have been
bottle-scarred. When Lord Coleridge was in Baltimore the hotel
boy was directed, when he was called, to rap at the door and in answer
to the inmate's "Who's there?" say, "The boy, my lord." The boy was
confused and said instead, "The lord, my boy." An Irishman took the
boy's place and was directed when he was summoned to rap on the door
and say, "What is it, my lord?" He said, "My God, what do you want?"
To buss is to kiss; rebus, kiss again; buskin, kiss a cousin; blunderbuss,
kiss the wrong one; omnibus, kiss all in the room.

Laughter at obscenity and the breaking of sex regulations
is one of the most puzzling things to explain, but a large part
of it surely comes from this reduction of a superior to the
common level. In proportion as a man claims respect and
honor from others he tends to cover up his physical needs.
"No man can be a hero to his valet." This is especially true
of those who deal professionally with the soul, our incorporeal
part; and so there is a peculiar piquancy in discovering that
priest and saint have the same passions as they condemn in
the sinner. So, too, woman has always assumed to be modest
and indifferent and has made man beg for her favors. How
amusing to him, then, suddenly to discover that she is fully as
desirous as he and will seek him even as he did her. Much
obscenity and blasphemy consist in bringing us violently face
to face with the fact that even the most exalted and holy
personages are subject to the same physical passions as the
lowest slave or even as animals.
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NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION 87

- There are today and always have been people so abnormally
sex-minded that everything straight suggests male and
everything curved or hollow female. Phallic religions that
some think once covered the earth, the prevalence of gender
of about all nouns in most languages save English where this
is vestigial, the collections of pure smut published by anthro
pologists, and finally the Freudians who see sex in all psychoses
and nearly all neuroses and make its symbolization the key
to wit, illustrate this.' Doubtless all these views are exaggera
tions of what is partially true. Sex is more and more veiled
and sublimated as civilization advances, but yet there is a
vast body of obscenities current among boys and men, some
of which is pure vileness, but which evokes the coarsest of all
laughter and is loathsome and corrupting. This is about the
only theme in which mere grossness with no flavor of wit or
humor provokes the guffaws of brutal men. Be only shameless
and indecent, and the groundlings applaud. It is just this
tendency that keeps alive a vast body of filth that both law
and decency strive in vain to suppress. No condemnation
can be too severe for those who vulgarize the sublime and
sacred facts and truths of sex. On the other hand, there is
a body of really brilliant things that have happened and been
said in this field which, although a bit risque, true gentlemen
may and actually do enjoy when they are together, whether
they should do so or not; and some of this is, after careful
expurgation, too good to be lost, and for it there should per
haps be occasional times and places. Were our modesty so
prim as to banish everything essentially comic here because it
contained faint innuendoes of the forbidden, the domain of
wit would be materially narrowed. Moreover, who shall say
that men do not, especially the mature and aging, find here a
vicarious vent and function that discharges tensions that
might otherwise become more sarcous and scortatory? Real
wit may have some license, then, in this delicate realm if it
has some genuine disinfecting power. It must be very bril
liant indeed to justify any degree of rankness but it does have
some rights, like art, for its own sake even here. At any rate,
theory and pretence, if not actually hypocritical, are in about
all men at great variance with practice here. If this seem
dangerous doctrine it is because only very acute psychological
analysis can distinguish how many ingredients of filth and
how many of pure wit and humor are contained in a given
concoction. Another trouble is that wit has rarely ranged

'Freud: "Der Witz und seine Beziehung zum Unbewussten." Leipzig,
Deuticke, 1905. 205 p. See also my "Educational Problems." N. Y.,
Appleton & Co., 1911. Vol. 1, p. 392 et seq.
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88 NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION

itself on the side of purity and against vileness, but its lesson
is one of rather easy toleration. It is probably more likely
to be alluring than satirical or castigating, more enticing than
censorious. One of the worst results of too much acquaintance
with most current drolleries of this kind is that they can hard
ly fail to interfere with the idealization of woman, who is too
often represented as sensuous and full of secret duplicities
and anything but true and pure. Vile things here once heard
tend to be perpetuated in memory like almost nothing else.
Clever moral tales and bons mots generally are forgotten, but
not lascivious ones. For these infections human nature seems
to furnish no antitoxin. The hearing of a ribald thing is
liable to maculate the virginal purity of the mind forever.
Each age, nation and social stratum has its lines pretty exactly
drawn between the forbidden and the permissible, and near
these the tension both ways toward more strictness and more
laxity is greatest.

Why do we tend to laugh at what offends modesty? Freud
answers that improper things were originally said in the
presence of women as expressions of man's instinctive tenden
cy to encroach upon her reserves and reluctance. Trans
gression of conventional lines between the licit and the non
licit, he says, is a form of man's instinctive aggressiveness.
of the first stages of his attack upon female virtue, and may
moreover act aphrodisiacally upon her desires. I t stands for
the first lesson in the arts of seduction. It is the first step
toward undermining the outer fortifications, and it may end
in the capture of the citadel. This is an ingenious and more or
less plausible genetic theory, but we can hardly accept it as
more than partial, for why do men take such delight in these
things when alone? Is this secondary and derivative, as he
avers? This seems doubtful, for such converse both mildly
stimulates and vicariates for real indulgence. It can be
psychoanalytically only an attenuated form of mental mas
turbation, even though it can make but little headway. It
adds to the store of sex images and perhaps proxy expressions,
and increases, intensifies and widens the sphere of sex-minded
ness. If this is, as most hold, already overdeveloped in
modern civilized man, this tendency is predominantly cor
rupting. I append only a very few of the least unfit from a
mass of all sorts, many of which it would be a crime to print.

There are all kinds of doctor specialists, some for the eye, some for the
ear, lungs, throat, nose, etc., but none for the umbilicus. Yes there are;
the naval doctors. A woman had an illegitimate child and excused
herself because it was so small. "She raises her dress too high on
the street." "Yes, a little above two feet." In a measles epidemic
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NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION 89

the children were daily questioned as to illness at home. A little girl
stayed out one day and was asked if anyone was ill. "Yes," she said;
"we had a baby, but the doctor says it isn't catching if you are careful."
A country girl going to the city heard the first night a lecture by Bob
Ingersoll on religion, the second night one by' Ignatius Donnelly on Shakes
peare, and the third night one by jenese-Miller on dress reform, and wrote
home, "1 have lost my God, my Shakespeare, and my underclothes."
The city council discussed the proposition of putting a dozen gondolas
on the lake in the common. One member arose and said with great dignity
they must economize and there was no need of a dozen. "Get one male
gondola and one female gondola and let nature do the rest." A man
slipped up on an icy walk at the top of a hill and slid down, tripping up
a fat woman from behind, who perforce sat upon him; and thus they slid
to the bottom very swiftly. Both were confused and almost stunned,
but he finally mustered consciousness to say, "Will you please rise, madam?
This is as far as I go." 0 woman, in our hours of ease so silent, coy and
hard to please, but seen too oft, familiar with thy face, we first endure,
then pity and embrace. When a chair factory was burned in Holden
some of the rer,air work was done in private houses, one of which hung
out the sign, • Damaged boys' bottoms repaired." It was opposite the
schoolhouse. Why is a nurse? Because Mumm's extra dry. A
proper study of mankind is Venus Aphrodite. They watch her transit
from club windows. The colored man went to a druggist for a cure
for a vile disease and when the bill was presented asked: .. Do you make
a reduction to ministers of the gospel?" This is a girl like Dreyfus;
the army does not believe in her innocence.

Wit seems to have trained its sharpest weapons on woman.
Her form, dress, fashions, passions, caprices, and most of all
the traits of those who remain unmarried have been made
subjects of endless jokes of every quality of wit, ranging from
mere dalliance and tantalizing to bitterness and rancor.
Strangely enough, woman has not retaliated and shows hardly
a trace of any desire to make man ridiculous in return. The
feminist should look into this, for by general consent her
tongue can be as sharp as man's. She will admit and man
will not dispute that he is intrinsically no whit less absurd.
Her subjection cannot cease until she has righted this in
equality. The old bachelor is quite as, if not more, pre
posterous than the old maid; and the woman-hater is as bad
as the man-hater, while the woman impersonator of man
is perhaps almost as successful as the man impersonator of
woman. If a woman be mother, especially if she be nursing,
she has always, to the great credit of mankind, been almost
absolutely exempt from wit; but the farther she stands from
this maternal function the more exposed she has always been
to the barbs of comedy and even of satire. Amidst the war of
sex against sex this has its lesson, which is that maternity is
the. holiest of all holy offices. Love itself is sometimes
derided but maternity never. Perhaps nothing else in the
world is so immune.
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No woman ever got cold if she felt herself well dressed. An Italian
maid stilletoes her false lover. A Spanish maid gets her bravo to kill
him. A German girl sheds copious tears and writes poems. The French
girl if jilted tosses her head and says there are as good fish in the sea as
were ever caught, and sets her cap for another beau. The American girl
sues for heavy damages for breach of promise. There's a gladness in
a woman when she's glad; there's a sadness in a woman when she's sad,
but the gladness and the sadness are not in it for a minute with the mad
ness of a woman when she's mad. Man's first sleep became his last
repose. For Eve was made out of the crookedest part and flirted with
and cross-examined the serpent. She has traveled in Europe, and
while not much of a linguist has learned to say "Yes" in seventeen dif
ferent languages. The ideal fireman should be like an old maid,
ever ready and never wanted. I popped the question, and I have
the refusal of her.

Religion and all its institutions have from antiquity down
been a theme of wit, biting where it was disliked and pleasant
where it was favored. I know an old farmer who offered to
bet he could tell two hundred" Minister stories." Those I
heard usually made the clergy mildly ridiculous, and yet the
old man always attended church and with deference. Just as
sex jests may be really witty and yet very indecent, so those
on the theme of piety may be witty though very sacrilegious.
But as witticisms on sex tend very strongly to be simply nasty
and witless, so those on religion tend to be simply blasphemous,
although this latter tendency is vastly less developed, re
strained as it is by its associations with death and the next
world. What makes the skeptic laugh makes the devout
shudder. Of the professions, doctors come next as butts of
wit and lawyers third, for they are a little less close to the
life of the folk, but a volume could be compiled of gibes of
every quality against each.

The English excel all nations in taking the gospel to heathen lands.
Soon the heathen have the gospel and the English the land. A prayer
meeting began by singing "What shall the harvest be" and ended by
singing" Nothing but leaves." .. Nearer my God to Thee" is played
to a waltz tune. Since these Baptists began to wash off their dirty
sins in my ponds my cattle have been poisoned. Taft said that
the Christian Endeavorers did not succeed with the Filipinos because
they did not wear clothes enough to pin a badge on. God may love
all, but He doesn't admire all. A negro was converted because when
drunk he saw angels and devils teetering on a gravestone. Said a
fat convert wheezing up the aisle, .. I weighs three hundred and seventy
eight pounds, and every pound is for Jesus." We call that fish a
baptist because it spoils so soon after coming out of the water. A
very pious bankrupt was almost starving but on opening his Bible found
a twenty-dollar bill which he thanked God for and thought a direct re
sponse to his prayer. After spending it, it was found to be counterfeit,
and he was arrested, and his faith was shaken. Why are young con
verts like bumblebees? Because they are biggest when first hatched.
The title of a tract was" Go to hell, by the author of Come to J esus."
"I thought he was a Christian." .. He is, but I guess he don't work much
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NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION 91

at it." "I will ask Bacon if he wrote Shakespeare the moment I
get to Heaven." "What if he isn't there?" "Then you can ask him."
A quarrelsome man had broken up church, Sunday school, etc., and one
night at a prayer-meeting when he was absent the pastor prayed he might
go to hell. When a committee remonstrated, the pastor explained that
he wanted him to go there to break up the institution. After hearing
a temperance lecture, an old man said there was only one mention of water
in the Bible, where the man in hell begged for one drop. The Southern
negroes sing about golden slippers and go barefoot. They sing "Give me
Jesus and you take all the rest"; and the white man has taken them at
their word. Each boy in the Sunday school must contribute a penny
and at the same time sayan appropriate verse. One chose, "He that giveth
to the poor lendeth to the Lord." Another said, "The Lord loveth a
cheerful giver." The third, "A fool and his money are soon parted."
As Goliath fell he said, "Such a thing never entered my head before."
The cock wept thrice, and Peter went out and crew bitterly. A man
was refused entrance to Heaven by Peter, whereupon he imitated a cock
crow. Saying, "Say no more about it," Peter immediately let him in.
A baker built in a tombstone as the basis of his oven, and all his bread
has "resurgam." Survivors of a lost vessel in a boat desired to be
religious; but they had no Bible, no one could pray, and so all ther could
do was to take up a collection. A peasant woman in hel asked
Saint Peter to get her out, which he promised to do if she would tell one
generous thing she ever did. She declared that she gave a carrot toa
poor woman in a famine. Soon an opening appeared in the very zenith of
heaven, and a carrot was let down to her. She grasped it and was slowly
lifted out of the vast sea of hell fire. As she went up, others clung to her
garments and still others to theirs, until it seemed as though there would
be a general delivery of all the lost souls. As she was just on the threshold
of heaven, the weight was so great that she feared she would lose her hold
and so turned to those below and cried out, "This is my carrot." This
egoism caused the support to break, and all fell back into hell forever be
cause of the selfish word "my."

A recent convert who had been very profane began to testify to his
experience in prayer-meeting by saying, "The Lord has done great things
for my soul." "Please speak a little louder, brother," said a hearer. He
repeated the sentence, when another still farther back and later yet
another called upon him to speak louder. At last, being angry, he shouted
the initial sentence at the top of his voice and called, .. Damn it, did you
hear that?"

In an intense drought in Chile the town council in solemn conclave
voted, "Whereas, the Supreme Ruler of the universe has not been properly
attending to his functions of late, that if it does not rain in one week all
the churches shall be closed; if not in two weeks all priests shall be un
frocked; if not in three weeks they shall. be shot; if not in four weeks
all the churches shall be razed to the ground and a commission sent abroad
in search of a better religion." It rained the next day.

The Presbyterians write their sermons. The Methodists do not be
cause the devil would have time to suggest objections, whereas when the
Methodist begins, the devil himself does not know what he will say.

A missionary talked vividly of hell fire as the devil's kingdom to the
Eskimos, when the thermometer was forty degrees below zero. His
hearers afterwards asked him for directions to the infernal region, where
they wanted to go to get warm.

A clergyman had a donation party and a baby born the same week.
A bet was on, which he would mention in his prayer. He thanked God for
the heavenly succor (sucker). Which was it? A church had several
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92 NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION

students preach until they felt they had been calf-pastured long enough.
The age of Queen Victoria showed the efficacy of the prayer" God Save
the Queen." Negro preacher: "The Bible says, she heard Paul
preach, grew sleepy, fell out of the window, broke to pieces, they picked
up seven basketfuls, and all the five thousand did eat and were filled.
Whose wife shall she be in the resurrection, for they all had her to eat?"
A colored preacher: "There will be weeping and wailing and gnashing of
teeth." "I ain't got any teeth." "De Lord will provide." A negro
preacher's text was, "God gin us His only forgotten Son," and told how
He was forgotten. A clergyman on a voyage strove to stop swearing
among the seamen, but a terrible storm arose and, having heard that
there was little danger as long as the sailors swore, peeped into the fore
castle and returned, saying to his wife, "Thank God, they are swearing
yet." Girard College excludes clergymen. A man wearing a white
necktie was once stopped by the janitor. He swore violently at this
functionary, who very politely stepped aside and said, "Walk right in,
sir." A man went to hear Joseph Cook, thinking all the time it was
Mark Twain. When asked if it was funny he replied slowly, "Yes, funny,
but not so damn funny." "Yes, the Bible says teach the gospel
to every critter, but it don't command every critter to preach it."
"Our minister asked me if I ever played cards on Sunday, and I said
'Get thee behind me, Satan.' " A dignified New York clergyman
brought his wife into a train in the subway and placed her in the front
seat and stooped to kiss her goodbye before leaving himself. But the car
started so suddenly that he kissed a pretty girl ten seats back:

The liberties taken with death are quaint and pathetic.
The King of Terrors is rarely made a grim jester, as by Hol
bein, a skeleton grinning as he mows down people at the most
inopportune moments, tripping them up into the grave in the
midst of every revel. But all the accessories, coffins, corpses,
shrouds, funeral service, burial, are spun over with grotesque
jocularities. Man laughs at death with great glee and gusto
while he can, as if to avenge himself in advance for the in
evitable. Of all creatures, man alone knows he must die, and
from a philosophical point of view death is the most ridiculous
and absurd thing conceivable and one of the hardest to realize,
even for our friends. Men have died with, in, and for a jest,
although the laughter on this theme is nearly always a little
hollow and affected. But why should it be? If we fully
believed in eternal bliss to come the hour of our demise would
be the jolliest of all, and we should welcome possibly even
the most hideous form of death with a shout of joy and
triumph, as did the early Christian martyrs. Perhaps we
should do this too if we lived out our life to its physiological
end and died naturally and with all our powers at once, with
no mortuary pain or ceremony. It is more reasonable to
laugh than to weep at it. Again, as with God and sex, the
joker takes especial pleasure in the shock he inflicts and
forces his laugh if others are silent. In fact, on this theme real
wit is almost silent but humor leads and marshals countless
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NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION 93

drolleries about accidents to corpses, persistence of traits in
life, reanimation and many ways in which poetic justice is
done. Sometimes the buffoonery goes as far as decomposition
and the dead burn with the alcohol they drank or are eaten
by the woodchucks they have killed. Skull, bones, skin, etc.,
are used in fantastic ways. The soul, more subtle than brim
stone fumes, has its own adventures and holds many a comic
dialogue with Saint Peter, with Satan and spirits of the dead,
sends messages, comes back itself in ghostly apparitions,
perpetrates endless practical jokes, is reincarnated in human,
animal and other forms. In the books on epitaphs' fun is
often fast and furious and every trait of naive and foolish
fondness and falsehood is represented. No more quaint,
curious and quintessential literature exists. If the gods or
immortal souls laugh down on us from above, it must be at
many of the hie jaeets in which love, grief, pride, pity, truth
and falsehood, and occasionally hate, are so mingled.

A widower put on his wife's tombstone: "The light of my life has gone
out." Later he married again, and a wag added to the epitaph: "But I
have struck another match."

Here lies johnnie Cucopod, have mercy on his soul, 0 God; he would
on yours if he were God, and you were johnnie Cucopod.

Epitaph to a cowboy: He done his damndest; angels can do no more.
This tombstone was raised to keep her down. Our limmy overate
cherries and is now a cherubim. A piece of plaster fel onto the floor,
and a German girl understood it to be a voice calling her dead brother,
Max. A man erected a memorial window to his three wives on the
principle of certain signs, so that to those who sat on the left of the church
It was a tribute to Mary Smith, to those in the middle to Sarah Brown,
to those at the right to jane Williams. The head-line in a Western
newspaper describing the hanging of a murderer converted at the last
moment said, "jerked to jesus." A man's wife died, but as they
joggled the coffin near the grave she came to. Later she really died, and
the man followed the coffin closely, saying, "Gently! Gently!" The
advertisement of an undertaker declared that he would be delighted to
serve his customers. At an Irish laborer's funeral his friends con
tributed an elegant floral anchor which the wife mistook and asked in
so loud a whisper that all could hear, "Who put that damned pick on
Mike?"

Would a will made by Lazarus have been valid after he was raised?
In 1700 in Dublin a criminal was hung for half an hour, but when his
friends took him down and took the corpse away he revived. The friends
were horrified, thought he was a ghost, and beat him to death. But they
could not be tried because the Victim, it was decided, was already dead
by due process of law. A rich man made a long will at the end of
which he commended his soul to God. The lawyer who strove to break
it said he desired to speak with respect of the residuary legatee, but thought
he had been treated very meanly.

a" Epitaph": being a collection of 1300 British epitaphs. Lond.,
Gill, 1909. 496 pp.
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94 NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION

Drunkenness in all its degrees and fOnTIS has given the
world endless pleasure. Of all the vices, it is most mirth
provoking, both for the subject and for the beholder, despite
all its disgusting traits. It has a wonderfully rich vocabulary
descriptive of its states and aspects,' many of them witty and
mirth-provoking of themselves. Drinking songs describe
mild inebriation as the happiest of mortal states, the most
effective quencher of all trouble, and" all the bonds of friend
ship tighten when they are wet." Most who drink do so to
be happy and exhilarated and not for the gratification of
taste, and a good part of the happiness consists in escaping
the repressions of conventionality and letting out impulses
usually held in check. There are people whose whole nature
would be irrigated and who would be enlarged and enriched
by a little of the fertilization of soul that can come from this
source. If we ever have a psychology of temperance it
should be truer to human nature and needs than the easy and
extreme doctrine of total abstinence, which is only a therapy
for sots. Tutissimus in medio ibis. An occasional touch of
vinous rollickery that gives us a vacation from the prim pro
prieties touches the intellect with its own peculiar spur, makes
the timid bold, the sad glad, the inert alert, opens those who
are shut up, gives a sparkle to wit, a bouquet to humor that
makes life itself here and there frothy with folly, adds to
self-knowledge by showing us and others the deeper psychol
ogy of human nature with the lid off, and lifts the soul above
the dull dead level of ordinary sobriety. By letting ourselves
go within the limits of moderation and a certain not too rigid
degree of control we learn what we are made of and also under
stand charity for others. It is all an individual question of
kinds, degrees, means and occasions. A touch of bibulousness,
then, restrained but not restraining, may gild our droning
strenuous life and bring occasional joy unconfined, sweeten
bitterness, make noise seem music, and save us from the
dessication of slow, over-brooding melancholy.

"I pity the man who has never viewed the world save from the low
plane of ordinary sobriety." A drunkard hated water because it tasted
so strong of the sinners drowned in the flood. Drink shortens a

·"Studies in the Psychology of Alcohol." By George E. Partridge.
Am. Jour. oj Psychology. April, 1900, Vol. XI, No.3, pp, 318-376. A
few such designations are: a bit on, off, all key holes, all sails set, back
teeth afloat, bended, blowing, breezy, canonized, chirping, clear, com
fortable, cosy, edge on, electrified, elevated, exalted, four sheets to the
wind, gilded, glorious, happy, head on, inspired, jug-steamed, leery,
limber, loaded, lively, loose, mellow, miraculous, triumphant, on the end,
overstocked, primed, pruned, pushed, salubrious, scammered, smoled,
spiffed, sprung, stewed, stimulated, tired, twisted, yappy.
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NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION 95

man's days. Stop it and each day seems ninety hours long. "Well,
stranger, you wouldn't ask me how to cure a cold if you lived in this state
(Kentucky)."

A man fell sick. His doctor commanded him to give up liquor. He
got well; lived ten years; fell sick again; dropped smoking by command,
and lived five vears. And so on until at last, having no more sins to give
up, the doctortold him he must prepare for death.

An old sot called on a doctor to sell his "ca'cass," when he was through
with it, for twenty-five dollars down. He said it had been half preserved
in spirits already, but the doctor beat him down, saying that he had
ptosis, had lost his hair, teeth, broken several bones, and that his skeleton
was doubtless brittle. He finally made the purchase for five dollars, with
which the old man got so drunk that he died. An ancient maiden
rode to a distant town in a freight wagon, sitting on a coffin box. A half
drunken man whom they met frantically stopped the team, shouting,
"Your corpse is out!" The friend of a colored cow doctor said that
the doctor's medicine always drove out the disease but that the cow died
of the medicine. Dr. K. had a broken jug in which he put remnants
of all his drugs, and when any patient called whose disease he could not
quite recognize, he gave them a dose of this mixture. A man received
an unintelligible letter. An apothecary friend saw it .and put it up as a
prescription, thinking he had got it right.

The American type of mind, probably more than any other,
enjoys pure exaggeration. This is undoubtedly bred in our
atmosphere of freedom. Let every concept go as far as pos
sible before the reductive in Taine's sense is allowed to check
it. Some thing or person is so big or so small, fast, slow, hot,
cold, or anything else that-is the formula; and then comes
the absurd and extravagant characterization. This type of
funniness, although we did not originate it, has been vastly
more developed in this country than anywhere else. Euro
peans at first could not understand Mark Twain. They pitied
the jumping frog who could not win because his stomach
had been filled with shot, and saw nothing to laugh at and
brought their critical faculties to bear on the literal impossi
bility of such waggeries, which, however, we have slowly
taught them to appreciate.

It was so hot that an egg a boy dropped on the doorstep fried instantly.
The wind blew his hair out and would have pulled his front teeth, had he
not kept his mouth shut. He was so thin that he never knew whether
he had stomach ache or back ache. He was so tall that his feet got
cold and froze before his head knew it. The train went so fast that
the telegraph poles looked like a fine-tooth comb. The Ganges water
is so bad that microbes cannot live in it. She scrubbed the floor so
hard that she fell through into the cellar. The soil is so poor they
have to fertilize the graveyards to insure a resurrection. It is so
muddy in Keokuk that when a man was about to kick a hat on the street
the voice of the wearer called up, "Don't, my head is in it and I am stand
ing on the top of an omnibus." A golf player swore at his errors and
his wife induced him to put a pebble in his pocket at every oath. Late
one holiday he toiled home, unloaded all his pockets of tiny stones, threw
down two bags of them he had carried on his back. "These," he said,
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96 NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION

.. are the darns; the damns are larger stones and are coming home on
freight cars tomorrow." He was so black that when he entered the
room at noon they had to light the gas. He made a trust of and
owned all the canals on earth and got the option on those in Mars. It
was so cold the words he spoke froze up to thaw out next summer when no
one was around. The flock of pigeons made noon seem midnight, and
people got lost and lit matches to see their watches. When aviation
really arrives, they will have to legislate to keep open spaces like commons
in the sky to save the city gas. The smoke was so dense they cut it
into cubes for paving stones. She was so sour-faced that if she looked
at an orchard the cider press could get nothing but vinegar from the
apples that grew there. Her hair curled so tight she could not shut
her mouth. Her teeth were so crooked she used them for cork-screws.

A man trained fish to live a minute, two, five, ten, etc., out of water
to demonstrate evolution. Finally, he could carry it for hours and hours
in his pocket and at last one day after it had become thoroughly acclimated
to air it flopped out into the water and was drowned. A calf swal
lowed a new stem-winding watch and lived to grow up. When he was
killed, the watch had not grown to a big one but had so stuck in the throat
that the friction of swallowing had kept it wound up and it was still
going. A farmer was so ashamed having voted the wrong ticket that
the next summer he sheared his sheep beginning with the tails instead
of the head because he could not look them in the face. A fat man
was stuck in a small place in a cave where they at last left him to die.
He then thought of how he had once voted the wrong ticket, and he felt
and became so small that he crept out easily. He smoked a pipe
the bowl of which was so big he fell into it and was burned to a cinder.
R. no longer wants the earth since he has learned that it is the smallest
of the planets. A Chicago man dried snow and sold it for salt. A
painter painted a cork that looked so much like marble that it sunk in
water like stone. .. I feel like the wandering bung-hole of an uncreated
barrel." A man, stopping in a Western hotel, was given a big, tame
rattle-snake in place of an alarm clock. In the night, aroused by a din,
he found a burglar with the snake around his neck rattling for a police
man. The happiest man is one who was never born, but not one in
a million has such good luck. Some people are so disgruntled that
their hair does not fit. A dog jumped across a well in two jumps.
A conceited man: "Waiting for a vacancy in the Trinity." A goat
one day ate a fireman's red shirt. For this he was condemned to die
and firmly tied to a railroad track. He soon trotted back. He had coughed
up the shirt and flagged the train.

It is striking to a cultivated adult to note the keen respon
siveness of a popular audience at a cheap theater where every
comic turn, jest, and even gag is received with peals of laugh
ter. A poised cultivated man may perceive and enjoy every
thing perhaps as well but without even once smiling. His
perception is less absorbed but he hears and evaluates all as
art and with more judgment, and yields less to the stage
illusion of reality. He enjoys, also, the contagious enjoyment
of others; yet he can laugh inwardly without doing so out
wardly even while he criticizes. To him the author of a play,
the whole problem of dramaturgy, as well as the audience, is a
"part of the show." He does more meditation and thinks
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NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION 97

it over afterwards. He is also experienced in life and in the
theater, so that both the charm and the shock of novelty are
lost. His pleasure is more elevated and diffuse and so less
noisy and explosive. Instead of muscular demonstration he is
spurred to new suggestiveness and his ferment is less effer
vescing and he cogitates rather than cachinnates; his instant
feelings are more sublimated into intellect, and so he both
loses and gains. He gets nearer to the viewpoint of the play
wright than to the vulgarian's. It is all a part of the great
Comedie Humaine. But his refinement must not make him
obtuse to and still less censorious of all the chipperness and
chaffy persiflage of all the ninnies, zanies, costers, driveling
doters, and to all the contraptions and bizarreries of the stage
witlings, loud and inelegant as it all may seem. He, too,
has been a child and youth himself and once responded in the
same way, and so he may here again get into vital touch with
what man as such laughs and cries at. His sympathies should
expand and not contract. If he would leave his judgment and
learning at home and abandon himself to the spirit of the place
he would be invigorated and refreshed and more in contact
with all things human, and so less aloof, apart and desiccated.
The new types of clowns like Chaplin, Arbuckle, Sennett, are
American contributions which could have been made in no
other land. Their drolleries are a new concoction of childish
naivete, downright imbecility and odd drollery utterly impos
sible in real life, and the laugh is at the original creation of a
depth of preposterousness beneath the level of the lowest
intelligence, the very existence of which had never been
suspected before and is slowly making obsolete the old carica
tures of different nationalities (Paddy, Dago, Yankee, Jew
and the rest) which we so long enjoyed.

Laughter and the comic are often explained as expressions
of the sense of freedom. A loose wheel the French call gaie,
and the earth in drought is Joule. Laughter is or should be
disinterested, with no end in itself. Long before man knew
law, constraint, or the beginnings of science, myth and fancy
were free and happy. We love to see rules and uniformities
broken. Children laugh at deformity, at the unexpected, and
at all freaks of nature. We love occasionally to see things
derailed and turned topsy-turvy as in hoaxes, sudden chances
and surprises, and this all because we have a loathing for rigor
and control. We love to see organized rational processes give
way to those that are uncontrolled, emotional, whimsical, to
see voluntary movements replaced by those that are heredi
tary, attention by inattentive liberty, the habitual by the
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98 NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RECREATION

exceptional.! Darwin long seemed to many a huge joke.
When we are most sportive thus we have the most intense
consciousness of freedom. Caprice and abandon are prone to
preposterous, rare, and perhaps almost insane things. Thus
the coruscations of wit are the apotheosis of intellectual
liberty where we live for the nonce in a chaotic world of
chance and are utterly lawless, flouting custom, order, regi
mentation. This tendency may go so far as to become
dangerous to authority and to institutions, as were the ancient
Bacchantes," but it gives elasticity, suppleness and elan and is
a kind of infective mental inebriation. This is why laughter
is most common in the young and keeps us young and spon
taneous.

Thisview.whichhas a few thoroughgoing and many partial
advocates, seems almost the exact opposite to Bergson's
theory of mechanization. It recognizes that modern life
abounds in repression, conscious and unconscious, as do the
Freudians, and that these may become so irksome that we
yearn at times to throw them off and revel and riot as we
list, forgetful of all restraint. As Jahn and the German
Turners strove to do everything of which the body was
capable, take every attitude and do every act physiologically
possible to our bones and muscles and make every combina
tion ofJmotor element, and thus to restore to the body all the
powers that it has ever had but is steadily losing under our
industrial civilization, so this conception of the comic if put
to work would have us make every possible combination of
mental elements besides the few we need, or science or
criticism sanctions, in order to limber and mobilize the soul
or to pick up lapsing functions and thereby to reanimate
and rejuvenate. This idea is inspiring and has never been
at all adequately wrought out. It does not, however, jibe
with the views of Gevaert that the world is losing the power
of true hilarity, for all admit that it is growing freer and there
fore on this view should be gayer. Inadequate as this view
is as a full and final explanation, geneticism adopts it as an
important factor in its larger and synthetic theory which
makes it accord well with both Bergson and Gevaert. An
cestral and decadent psychic mechanisms and rudiments are
awakened and rejuvenated with intense conscious delight
because they add to the present powers of man what he had
in the past but had well nigh lost, and this revival would be

·See especially Penjon. Rev. Philos., 1893, p. 113 et seq. Also Kline.
American Journal of Psy., 1907, p. 42 et seq.

·See A. W. Verrall: "The Bacchantes of Euripides." Cambridge, 1910,
pp. 162.
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impossible save in an atmosphere of freedom, not to say
license. Again, if the world grows somber as it grows free, it is
because as external restrictions are destroyed, as all admit
they are in the progress of history, they are replaced by self
imposed ones, so that our servitude though now voluntary is
no less severe than when it was constrained. Only if and in
so far as this self-enthrallment has supervened on the world
is joy abated, and how far this has gone is the question.
Man has been proper, decent, judicial, and scientific but a
very short time compared with the long history of his race,
and he is very prone to slip in thought, word, if not in deed,
the leash of conventionalities and be all himself again if only
in a flitting moment, and to revert to the prelogical stage of
wild fancy and the prelinguistic stage of cachinnation. He
is like a potted house plant in the north that dreams of its
native tropical jungle, like a domesticated stabled animal
that longs to cavort, frisk and snort in the old unfenced pas
tures of ancient feral days, and this he does when he "gets
funny." He is weary of being stable fed and wants to nibble
and browse and taste again the old gamy flavor of the wild
wood and the prairie, to woo folly and "cut up" as madly as
he can. Alas for him who does not and cannot thus at times
renew the youth of the race in him, for cadaveric rigidity has
begun.

(To be continued in a later number)
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